The channeling of the ion recoiling after a collision with a WIMP changes the ionization signal in direct detection experiments, producing a larger scintillation or ionization signal than otherwise expected. We give estimates of the fraction of channeled recoiling ions in solid Xe, Ar and Ne crystals using analytic models produced since the 1960's and 70's to describe channeling and blocking effects.
Introduction
Channeling and blocking effects in crystals refer to the orientation dependence of charged ion penetration in crystals. In the "channeling effect" ions moving along symmetry axes and planes in a crystal, suffer a series of small-angle scatterings that maintain them in the open "channels" in between the rows or planes of lattice atoms and thus penetrate much further into the crystal than in other directions and give all their energy into electrons. Channeled incident ions do not get close to lattice sites, where they would be deflected at large angles. The "blocking effect" consists in a reduction of the flux of ions originating in lattice sites along symmetry axes and planes, due to large-angle scattering with the atoms immediately in front of the originating lattice site.
In the context of direct dark matter detection channeling occurs when the nucleus that recoils after being hit by a WIMP (Weakly Interacting Massive Particle) moves off in a direction close to a symmetry axis or symmetry plane of the crystal. Non-channeled ions loose most of their energy into lattice atoms with which they collide. Thus channeled ions produce more scintillation and ionization than they would produce otherwise, since they give all their energy to electrons.
Ion channeling in crystals has recently received a large amount of attention in the interpretation of direct dark matter detection data. The potential importance of this effect was first pointed out for NaI (Tl) by Drobyshevski [1] and then by the DAMA [2] collaboration, which estimated the fraction of channeled recoils to be very large, close to 1, for low recoiling energies in the keV range. This estimate of the channeling effect leads to considerable shifts in the cross section versus mass regions of acceptable WIMP models in agreement with the DAMA/LIBRA [3] annual modulation data towards lower WIMP masses. As a consequence, the comparison between the DAMA results and the null results of other experiments was affected too (see e.g.
Ref. [4] and references therein).
In Ref. [5] we showed that the blocking effect, not taken into account in the DAMA evaluation, is important and thus the fraction of recoiling ions that are channeled is smaller than in the DAMA collaboration estimate. The nuclei ejected from their lattice sites by WIMP collisions are initially part of a crystal row or plane, thus, as argued originally by Lindhard [6] (through what he called the "Rule of Reversibility"), in a perfect lattice and in the absence of energy-loss processes, the probability that a particle starting from a lattice site is channeled would be zero. However, any departure of the actual lattice from a perfect lattice, e.g. due to vibrations of the lattice atoms which are always present, violates the conditions of this argument and allows for some of the recoiling lattice nuclei to be channeled. In Ref. [5] we showed that the channeling fractions for NaI (Tl) crystals would never be larger than a few percent. This implies that channeling does not change the regions in cross section versus mass of acceptable WIMP models in agreement with the DAMA/LIBRA annual modulation data at less than 7σ [7] .
Channeling in dark matter direct detection might in principle also lead to a new background free dark matter signature. This was pointed out initially in 2008 and later in 2010, by Avignone, Creswick, and Nussinov [8] who suggested that a new type of daily modulation due to channeling could occur in NaI (and other) crystals measuring ionization or scintillation. Such a modulation of the rate due to channeling is expected to occur at some level because the "WIMP wind" arrives to Earth on average from a particular direction fixed to the galaxy. Thus, Earth's daily rotation changes the direction of the WIMP wind with respect to the crystal axes and planes, changing the amount of recoiling ions that are channeled vs nonchanneled, and therefore the amount of energy visible via scintillation or ionization. If this daily modulation could be measured, it would be a signature of dark matter without background since no other effect could depend on the orientation of the detector with respect to the WIMP wind. Following this idea, in Ref. [9] we provided a full computation of the effect and using our estimates of the channeling fractions in NaI obtained upper bounds to the expected amplitude of daily modulation due to channeling in NaI crystals. We found large daily modulation amplitudes of the signal rate, even of the order of 10% for some WIMP candidates.
However, even the largest amplitudes would not be observable in the 13 years of combined DAMA/NaI and DAMA/LIBRA [3] data because of their large background. In the hope that the daily modulation due to channeling could be observable in future dark matter experiments, we have provided estimates of the channeling fractions of recoiling ions also in Ge, Si [10] , and CsI [11] crystals, and in the present paper we study noble gas crystals.
The level of background in future experiments is a crucial element to determine if the daily modulation is observable and the advantage of using solidified noble gas detectors is the possibility of achieving a low background level for WIMP searches [12] . Xenon and Neon have no long life radioisotopes and thus contain no intrinsic background source of radiation. Argon has the drawback that it contains 39 Ar beta source which induces electron recoil signature in the detector. Solid or crystallized Xenon detector can be ideal for dark matter searches, whereas a crystallized Xenon detector would be necessary to have channeling. At present, solid Xe crystals are used by the Solid Xenon R&D Project [13] .
In this paper we compute the geometric channeling fractions of recoiling ions in solid Xe, Ar, and Ne crystals. Here "geometric channeling fraction" refers to assuming that the distribution of recoil directions is isotropic. In reality, in a dark matter direct detection experiment, the distribution of recoil directions is expected to be peaked in the direction of the average WIMP flow. At room temperature and pressure Our calculation is based on the classical analytic models developed in the 1960's and 70's, in particular by Lindhard and collaborators [6, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . In these models the discrete series of binary collisions of the propagating ion with atoms is replaced by interactions between the ion and uniformly charged strings or planes. The screened atomic Thomas-Fermi potential is averaged over a direction parallel to a row or a plane of lattice atoms. This averaged potential is considered to be uniformly smeared along the row or plane of atoms, respectively, which is a good approximation if the propagating ion interacts with many lattice atoms in the row or plane by a correlated series of many consecutive glancing collisions with lattice atoms.
We consider just one row or one plane, which simplifies the calculations and is correct except at the lowest energies we consider.
We proceed in a similar manner as we did for Si and Ge in Ref. [10] , and we refer to that paper for formulas and other details. There are several good analytic approximations of the screened potential. As in Ref [10] , here we use Molière's approximation for the atomic potential, following the work of Hobler [21] and
Morgan and Van Vliet [16, 17] . In Molière's approximation [22] the axial continuum potential, as a function of the transverse distance r to the string, is
where E is the energy of the propagating particle and ψ 2 ) −2/3 [22, 23] and E = M v 2 /2 is the kinetic energy of the propagating ion. Molière's screening function [22] for the continuum potential is
Here K 0 is the zero-order modified Bessel function of the second kind, and the dimensionless coefficients α i and β i are α i = {0.1, 0.55, 0.35} and β i = {6.0, 1.2, 0.3} [24] , for i = 1, 2, 3.
The string of crystal atoms is at r = 0. In our case, E is the recoil energy imparted to the ion in a collision with a WIMP,
and q is the recoil momentum.
The continuum planar potential in Molière's approximation [22] , as a function of the distance x perpendicular to the plane, is
where ψ 
is conserved. In Eq. 4 relativistic corrections are neglected.
The conservation of the transverse energy provides a definition of the minimum distance of approach to the string, r min (or to the plane of atoms x min ), at which the trajectory of the ion makes a zero angle with the string (or plane), and also of the angle ψ at which the ion exits from the string (or plane), i.e. far away from it where U ≃ 0. In reality the furthest position from a string or plane of atoms is the middle of the channel (whose width we call d ach for an axial channel and d pch for a planar channel). Thus, for an axial 
The continuum model implies that the net deflection due to the succession of impulses from the peaks of the potential is identical to the deflection due to a force −U ′ . This is only so if the ion never approaches so closely any individual atom that it suffers a large-angle collision. Lindhard proved that for a string of atoms this is so only if U ′′ (r) < 8E/d 2 , where the double prime denotes the second derivative with respect to r. Replacing the inequality in this equation by an equality defines an energy dependent critical distance r c such that r > r c for the continuum model to be valid. Morgan and Van Vliet [16] use 5 instead of 8 in this equation, because this agrees better with their simulations of channeling in copper crystals. As in Ref. [10] and following Hobler [21] (who studied channeling in Si crystals to be able to avoid it in ion-implantation)
we use Morgan and Van Vliet's equation to define r c , i.e.
For a "static lattice", that here means a perfect lattice in which all vibrations are neglected, the critical distance of approach r c is given in Eq. 2.15 of Ref. [10] . We use an approximate analytic expression for r c obtained by fitting a degree nine polynomial in the parameter
to the exact solution of Eq. 6. The expression for r c obtained in this way (Eq. 2.15 of Ref. [10] ) is valid for recoil energies E > 3 keV for Xe, and for E > 1 keV for Ar and Ne.
Since r c is the smallest possible minimum distance of approach to the string of a channeled propagating ion for a given energy E, i.e. r min > r c , and the potential U (r) decreases monotonically with increasing r, then U (r min ) < U (r c ). Using Eq. 5, this condition translates into an upper bound on ψ, ψ < ψ c (E)
where ψ c (E) is the critical channeling angle for the particular axial channel, i.e. the maximum angle the propagating ion can make with the string far away from it (in the middle of the channel) if the ion is channeled. We proceed similarly for planar channels to get the critical angles ψ p c (E). However, the treatment of planar channels presents some complications.
The breakdown of the continuum theory for a planar channel is more involved than for an axial channel because the atoms in the plane contributing to the scattering of the propagating ion are usually displaced laterally within the plane with respect to the ion's trajectory. Thus the moving ion does not encounter atoms at a fixed separation or at fixed impact parameter as is the case for a row. To find the static critical distance x c of a planar channel we follow the procedure of defining a "fictitious string", introduced by Morgan and Van Vliet [16, 21] . They reduced the problem of scattering from a plane of atoms to the scattering from an equivalent fictitious row contained in a strip of width 2R centered on the projection of the ion path onto the plane of atoms. Along the fictitious row, the characteristic distance between atoms needs to be estimated using data or simulations which are not available for Xe, Ar and Ne crystals. As explained in Ref. [10] , this characteristic distance depends on the width 2R of the strip considered. For R, Morgan and Van Vliet used the impact parameter in an ion-atom collision corresponding to a deflection angle of the order of "the break-through" angle U p (0)/E. This is the minimum angle at which an ion of energy E must approach the plane from far away (so that the initial potential can be neglected) to overcome the potential barrier at the center of the plane at x = 0 (namely, so that E ⊥ = U p (0)). For small scattering angles, the deflection angle δ is related to the impact parameter, in this case R, as (see e.g. Eq. 2.1 ′ of Lindhard [6] )
where U ′ is the derivative of the axial continuum potential, and Morgan and Van Vliet define R by taking
As described in Ref. [10] , we decided to keep the Morgan and Van Vliet definition for R, because
Hobler [21] found that it is in quite good agreement with the binary collision simulations and data of B and P ions propagating in Si for energies of about 1 keV and above. We used an approximate analytical solution for is valid for E < 7 GeV for Xe, E < 160 MeV for Ar, and E < 20 MeV for Ne. These conditions and those after Eq. 6 provide the energy ranges for which our channeling fraction estimates are valid. Within its range of validity, the percentage error of the analytic approximation we used for x c is less than 9%.
The critical distances of approach in a non-static lattice depend on the temperature, through the vibration of the atoms in the lattice (thermal expansion effects are negligible, as shown in Appendix B of Ref. [11] ).
We use the Debye model to account for the vibrations of the atoms in a crystal. The one dimensional rms vibration amplitude u 1 of the atoms in a crystal in this model (see Eqs. 2.27 and 2.28 in Ref. [10] ) is plotted in Fig. 2 for Xe, Ar, and Ne crystals as function of the temperature T up to their respective melting points.
The crystals in the Solid Xenon R&D Project experiment will be operating at 77.2 K and higher [25] .
In principle there are modifications to the continuum potentials due to thermal effects, but we take into account thermal effects in the crystal through a modification of the critical distances found originally by
Morgan and Van Vliet [16] and later by Hobler [21] to provide good agreement with simulations and data.
For axial channels it consists of taking the temperature corrected critical distance r c (T ) to be r c (T ) =
For planar channels the situation is more complicated, because some references give a linear and others a quadratic relation between x c (T ) and u 1 . Following Hobler [21] we use an equation similar to that for axial channels, namely x c (T ) = x 2 c (E) + [c 2 u 1 (T )] 2 . The dimensionless factors c 1 and c 2 were found to be numbers between 1 and 2 in the prior literature, for different crystals and propagating ions (see Ref. [5] and [10] ). Using the temperature corrected critical distances of approach r c (T ) and x c (T ) or the static lattice critical distances r c and x c (Eqs. 2.15 and 2.23 of Ref. [10] ), we obtain the corresponding temperature corrected critical axial and planar channeling angles, ψ c and ψ 
Channeling fractions
In our model, a recoiling ion is channeled if the collision ion-WIMP happens at a distance large enough from the string or plane to which the ion belongs. Namely, channeling happens if the initial position of the recoiling motion is r i > r i,min or x i > x i,min for an axial or planar channel respectively. We define E ⊥ in terms of the initial recoil energy E of the propagating ion, the angle of the initial recoil momentum with respect to the particular string or plane of atoms φ i , and the initial position r i . For an axial channel, the condition i.e. E ⊥ (E, φ i , r i,min ) = U (r c (E)) defines the distance r i,min in terms of r c . The equivalent formulas for axial channels define x i,min in terms of x c . In Ref. [5] , we derived an analytic expression for r i,min and x i,min using Lindhard's approximation to the potential (see Eqs. 5.9 and 5.11 of Ref. [5] ).
We take the initial distance distribution (in r or x respectively) of the colliding atom to be a Gaussian with a one dimensional dispersion u 1 , and we obtain the probability of channeling for each individual channel by integrating the Gaussian between the minimum initial distance and infinity (a good approximation to the radius of the channel; see Ref. [5] for details). The dependence of these probabilities on the critical distances enter in the argument of an exponential or an erfc function. Thus any uncertainty in our modeling of the critical distances becomes exponentially enhanced in the channeling fraction. This is the major difficulty of the analytical approach we are following.
In order to obtain the total geometric channeling fraction we need to sum over all the individual channels we consider. The integral over initial directions is computed using HEALPix [26] (see Appendix B of Ref. [5] ).
Taking only the channels with lowest crystallographic indices, 100, 110 and 111, we have a total of 26 axial and planar channels (see Appendix A). We treat channeling along different channels as independent events when computing the probability that an ion enters any of the available channels. In Appendix D of Ref. [5] we showed that we can obtain an upper limit to the channeling probability of overlapping channels by replacing the intersection of the complements of the integration regions in Eqs. 5.2 and 5.4 of Ref. [5] with the inscribed cylinder of radius r MIN equal to the minimum of the r i,min or x i,min among the overlapping channels. We find that this method gives results practically indistinguishable from those obtained assuming that channeling along different channels are independent events. Fig. 6 shows the channeling probability computed for each initial recoil directionq plotted on a sphere Notice that we have not considered the possibility of dechanneling of initially channeled ions due to imperfections in the crystal. Any mechanism of dechanneling will decrease the fractions obtained here.
As we see in Fig. 8 to 10 the channeling fraction increases with energy, reaches a maximum at a certain energy, then has a dip and finally raises again. The maximum reflects the shape of the single channeling fractions, which all have maxima. These happen because the critical distances decrease with the ion energy E, which makes channeling more probable, while the critical angles also decrease with E, which makes channeling less probable. At low E the critical distance effect dominates, and at large E the critical angle effect dominates. At the maximum of the channeling fraction the axial channels dominate, in particular the channels [110] and [100] (as seen in Fig 7) . The dip and the raise result from having multiple axial and planar channels contributing to the channeling fraction. At lower E axial channels dominate and at higher E planar channels dominate. The dip happens at the cross-over between both types of channels, when as the energy increases the contribution of axial channels dies out and that of planar channels is increasing.
This increase causes the subsequent raise in the channeling fraction as the energy increases further. vibrations of the lattice (which make the channeling fractions smaller as T increases) but including the thermal vibrations of the nucleus that is going to recoil (which make the channeling fraction larger as T increases). Although it is physically inconsistent to take only the temperature effects on the initial position but not on the lattice, we do it here because using c 1 = c 2 = 0, namely a static lattice, provides an upper bound on the channeling probability with respect to that obtained using any other non-zero value of c 1 or c 2 . Even in this case, the channeling fractions cannot be larger than 5%.
The critical angles depend on the temperature through the minimum distances of approach: as these increase with increasing temperatures, the critical angles decrease, what makes the channeling fraction smaller. However, there is a second temperature effect which makes the channeling fractions larger as the temperature increases: the vibrations of the atom which collides with the dark matter particle. Depending on which of the two competing effects is dominant, the channeling fraction may either increase or decrease as the temperature increases. Increasing the temperature of a crystal usually increases the fraction of channeled recoiling ions, but when the values of c 1 and c 2 are large (i.e. close to 2) so the critical distances increase rapidly with the temperature, the opposite may happen (see Fig. 9 (b) ).
To conclude, let us remark that the analytical approach used here can successfully describe qualitative features of the channeling and blocking effects, but should be complemented by data fitting of parameters and by simulations to obtain a good quantitative description too. Thus our results should in the last instance be checked by using some of the many sophisticated Monte Carlo simulation programs implementing the binary collision approach or mixed approaches. • Axis: <100>: 1 , <110>: 1/ √ 2 , <111>: √ 3
• Plane: {100} : 1/2 , {110} : 1/2 √ 2 , {111} : 1/ √ 3
The Debye temperatures of Xe, Ar and Ne are Θ Xe = 55 K, Θ Ar = 85 K and Θ Ne = 63 K [29, 30] , and the crystals in the Solid Xe R&D Project experiment will be operating at a temperature of 77.2 K or higher [25] .
